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Indexing in the 
educational publishing 
industry 

moving the index to the next level



Can you still remember the 
first time that you encountered 
an index? 

index:

• n – alphabetical list of names, subjects, etc., 

with references to the places where they 

occur, typically found at the end of a book.

• v – record (names, subjects, etc.) in an 

index: the list indexes theses under regional 

headings. ∎ provide an index to.



Indexes = Discoveries

❖ A child that discovers that the index

of a book (or a series!) is the key 

that unlocks the knowledge that 

hides within the many pages of the 

book, has entered a world or 

information without boundaries.



Google it!

❖ Encyclopaedias - a distant memory

❖ Literacy skills - reliable, relevant, authoritative, trusted content

❖ What will happen to the index?



Quō vādis, Index?

❖ Are indexes still relevant?

❖ What do publishers think of indexes?



❖ Publishing in education is cyclical

❖ Submission dependant

❖ Not clear if indexers are used for new projects and/or 

reprint correction periods



❖ No material commissioned for primary level

❖ Your searchers should develop information seeking 

skills

❖ Tools can be used to assist students to use indexes

Have you worked at this level?



❖ Encouraging responses!

❖ Questions remain: 

- what are the qualifications?

- do the indexers have accreditation?



❖ Indexers found via referrals

❖ Word of mouth



❖ Not a meeting, just an email and queries from me

❖ No

❖ No, someone that I used regularly at that point and just sent the material.

❖ No

❖ No, I compiled a brief document and sent it digitally.

What is your experience of this?



❖ Page rates determined by publisher

❖ Little room for negotiation

Money matters

❖ Editors felt rates need a relook

❖ Low rates create entry barriers



❖ Indexers add value!

❖ Training and accreditation

What is your overall experience with freelance 
indexers?

Many think they can just jump onto the bandwagon.

Positive and rewarding

Professional and efficient

Positive

Very positive - it's a relatively short task, time-wise, and 

indexers rarely give any trouble.



Best news ever!



New roads (or old dogs learning new 
tricks)

❖ Editorial policy sets strict standards requirements

❖ To an extent, lack of policy can assist with 

innovation

What will happen to the index?



❖ Novel approaches (such as the inclusion of folksonomies)?

❖ Novel ways of indexing?, Novel approaches (such as the inclusion of folksonomies)?, An 

accessible/editable/participatory index?

❖ User-friendly, comprehensive, completed index that doesn't require input from the 

publisher

❖ Innovation?

❖ Novel ways of indexing?



❖ Ebooks - where are the indexes?

❖ Indexers should lead

❖ Indexers can add value in the digital space

❖ Novel ways:

• Folksonomies

• Participtory indexes

• Graphics

• Taxonomies?



❖ "Primarily a good and interesting experience.” 

❖ “Indexes tend to come at the end of a project, so is often regarded as a 

secondary, last-minute feature, which I think should change. Indexers often 

offer fantastic insights as they engage with content on a meaningful 

level."

❖ “There isn't time to engage with the indexer. The index needs to be done 

properly and sent to the publisher for a quick check.”

❖ “Haven't had problems before”

❖ “Most indexers that I know also proofread or edit. It is useful to have this two-

in-one function, but I'm concerned that the indexing isn't of the highest quality.”

Good opportunities, Good future

When asked how publishers feel about dealing with indexers:



Final thoughts

❖ Indexers love indexes

❖ Publishers are committed

What are your experiences in working with 

publishers?

We want to hear from you.
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